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(57) A user terminal (100) receives discontinuous re-
ception (DRX) information about DRX from a base station
(200), sets DRX cycles based on the DRX information,
sets a first period among the DRX cycles during which a

downlink signal can be received, sets a receivable period
within a second period outside of the first period among
the DRX cycles, and receives the downlink signal during
the receivable period.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The disclosures herein generally relate to a
wireless communication system.

[Background Art]

[0002] With LTE (Long Term Evolution), there are cas-
es where a discontinuous reception (DRX) function is set
on a terminal in an RRC_CONNECTED state for reduc-
ing power consumption. A terminal having the DRX func-
tion set by a base station receives downlink wireless sig-
nals including a physical downlink control channel (PD-
CCH) and the like during On-duration periods, and does
not receive wireless signals outside of On-duration peri-
ods. By setting the DRX function on a terminal, power
consumption can be reduced.
[0003] When setting the DRX function of a terminal, a
base station indicates a DRX command to the terminal
by a MAC Control element. The DRX command includes
parameters for DRX control. The parameters for DRX
control include a "DRX Cycle", an "onDurationTimer", a
"drxStartOffset" and the like.
[0004] A "DRX Cycle" indicates cyclic repetition of an
Inactivity period following an On-Duration period. With a
"DRX Cycle", a cycle for the DRX is set. An "onDuration-
Timer" indicates the number of continuous subframes of
a PDCCH when a DRX Cycle is started. Namely, an "On-
DurationTimer" represents periods during which a PD-
CCH can be received within a DRX cycle. A "drxStart-
Offset" indicates a subframe with which a DRX Cycle is
started. The "drxStartOffset" may be set by units of 1 ms.
[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of settings of the
DRX function. In FIG. 1, the horizontal axis represents
time by SFN (System Frame Number). SFN may take a
value between 0 and 4095. SFN may be set by units of
10 ms.
[0006] In FIG. 1, the example is illustrated with a user
terminal #1 (UE#1) and a user terminal #2 (UE#2) to be
set with the DRX function. On the user terminal #1, the
"DRX Cycle" is set to 20 ms, the "onDurationTimer" is
set to 10 ms, and the "drxStartOffset" is set to 0. Conse-
quently, the DRX cycles start at SFN=0 with a cycle of
20 ms. Within a DRX cycle, the first 10 ms is an On-
duration period, and the latter 10 ms is an Inactivity pe-
riod.
[0007] On the user terminal #2, the "DRX Cycle" is set
to 20 ms, the "onDurationTimer" is set to 10 ms, and the
"drxStartOffset" is set to 5. Consequently, the DRX cycles
start at SFN=0.5 with a cycle of 20 ms. Within a DRX
cycle, the first 10 ms is an On-duration period, and the
latter 10 ms is an Inactivity period.
[0008] A terminal having the DRX function set trans-
mits and receives user data during periods specified by
the "OnDurationTimer", namely, during On-duration pe-
riods. The terminal does not transmit and receive user

data during periods outside of On-duration periods,
namely, during Inactivity periods. By not transmitting and
receiving user data during Inactivity periods, power con-
sumption can be reduced.
[0009] Operations of a terminal having the DRX func-
tion set are known (see, for example, Non-Patent Docu-
ments 1 and 2)

[Related-Art Documents]

[Non-Patent Documents]

[0010]

[Non-Patent Document 1] 3GPP, TS36.321 V8.8.0
"5.7 Discontinuous Reception (DRX)", "6.1.3.3 DRX
Command MAC Control Element"
[Non-Patent Document 2] 3GPP, TS36.331 V8.8.0
"6.3.2 Radio resource control information elements"

[0011] If downlink data is generated for a terminal hav-
ing the DRX function set and a base station is out of sync
with the terminal, the base station transmits an uplink
sync request to the terminal during an On-duration period
of the terminal. In response to receiving the uplink sync
request, the terminal transmits a preamble with a random
access channel (RACH). By transmitting the preamble
to the base station from the terminal, a synchronization
sequence starts.
[0012] After synchronization is established between
the base station and the terminal, the base station re-
starts transmitting the downlink data to the terminal.
Namely, if the downlink data is generated for a terminal
having the DRX function set and the base station is out
of sync with the terminal, a procedure for establishing
synchronization starts at timing when the next coming
On-duration period starts after generation of the downlink
data. As the synchronization procedure starts at the tim-
ing when the next coming On-duration period starts after
generation of the downlink data, a time tends to be long
for establishing synchronization after generation of the
downlink data. As the time tends to be long for establish-
ing synchronization after generation of the downlink data,
there are cases where a delay time becomes long be-
tween generation of the downlink data and its transmis-
sion to the terminal.
[0013] Also, there may be a case where the terminal
cannot receive an uplink sync request from the base sta-
tion during an On-duration period. If the terminal cannot
receive an uplink sync request from the base station dur-
ing an On-duration period, the terminal cannot receive a
next uplink sync request until the next On-duration peri-
od.
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[Summary of the Invention]

[Problem to be Solved by Invention]

[0014] Thereupon, it is an object of the disclosures to
shorten a time for establishing synchronization between
a base station and a terminal having discontinuous re-
ception set.

[Means to Solve the Problem]

[0015] According to at least one embodiment of the
present invention, a wireless communication system in-
cludes a user terminal capable of discontinuous recep-
tion (DRX) and a base station communicating with the
user terminal. The user terminal includes a receiving sec-
tion for receiving information about DRX from the base
station; a DRX cycle setting section for setting DRX cy-
cles; a first period setting section for setting a first period
among the DRX cycles to receive a downlink signal; and
a receivable period setting section for setting a receivable
period to receive the downlink signal within a second pe-
riod outside of the first period. The base station includes
a DRX cycle setting section for setting the DRX cycles;
a first period setting section for setting the first period; a
receivable period setting section for setting the receiva-
ble period; and a transmission section for transmitting
the set information to the user terminal to be set on the
user terminal.

[Advantage of the Invention]

[0016] According to at least one embodiment of the
present invention, it is possible for a base station to short-
en a time for establishing synchronization with a terminal
having discontinuous reception set.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0017]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating an example of
discontinuous reception control;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view illustrating a wireless com-
munication system according to an embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating a user terminal
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a schematic view illustrating a control chan-
nel according to an embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a schematic view illustrating discontinuous
reception control according to an embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a schematic view illustrating a base station
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating operation of a
wireless communication system according to an em-
bodiment;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a user
terminal according to an embodiment;

FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a base
station according to an embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a schematic view illustrating a control
channel according to an embodiment; and
FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating a control
channel according to an embodiment.

[Description of Reference Symbols]

[0018]

100 user terminal
102 RF unit
104 BB unit
106 control unit
108 DRX control parameter setting unit
110 timer
200 base station
202 RF unit
204 BB unit
206 scheduler
208 DRX control parameter setting unit
210 control unit
250 cell

[Mode for Carrying Out the Invention]

[0019] In the following, the embodiments of the present
invention will be described with reference to the draw-
ings. In the following, elements having the same func-
tions are assigned with the same numerical codes
throughout the drawings, and their description may not
be repeated.

< Wireless communication system >

[0020] FIG. 2 is a schematic view illustrating a wireless
communication system according to an embodiment.
[0021] The wireless communication system includes a
base station (eNB: eNode B) 200 and a user terminal
(UE: User Equipment) 100. In an upper layer of the base
station 200, an MME (Mobility Management Entity)/S-
GW (Serving-Gateway) (not illustrated) is installed. The
MME/S-GW terminates NAS (Non-Access Stratum),
manages the user terminal 100 in an idle state, and man-
ages SAE (System Architecture Evolution) bearer re-
source.
[0022] The base station 200 can make the user termi-
nal 100 transition into a discontinuous reception (DRX)
state for power saving. The user terminal 100 can tran-
sition into a discontinuous reception state under the con-
trol of the base station 200.
[0023] Wireless communication systems in which the
user terminal 100 may transition into a discontinuous re-
ception state include wireless communication systems
applicable with LTE (Long Term Evolution).
[0024] In the present embodiments, the wireless com-
munication system applied with LTE will be described as

3 4 
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an example. A wireless communication system applied
with LTE is also called "Evolved UTRA and UTRAN". A
wireless communication system other than those applied
with LTE, but provided with the above feature, namely,
the function with which the user terminal 100 can transi-
tion into a discontinuous reception state, can be applied
with the disclosures. For example, the disclosures may
be applied to WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Mi-
crowave Access), or may be applied to a wireless LAN.
[0025] In the present wireless communication system,
the base station 200 transmits user data using a shared
channel. Alternatively, the base station 200 may transmit
user data using a common channel. Also, the base station
200 may transmit user data using a shared channel and
a common channel.
[0026] As for wireless access methods, the wireless
communication system uses OFDMA (Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiple Access) for downlink and SC-
FDMA (Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess) for uplink. OFDMA is a method of transmitting data
on subcarriers that are obtained by dividing a frequency
band. SC-FDMA is a transmission method that can re-
duce interference between terminals by dividing a fre-
quency band and using different bands for different ter-
minals.

< User terminal >

[0027] FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating a user
terminal 100 according to an embodiment.
[0028] The user terminal 100 includes an RF (Radio
frequency) unit 102. The RF unit 102 converts a signal
received by an antenna into a baseband signal to input
the signal into a baseband (BB) unit 104. Signals received
by the antenna include a DRX command and a PDCCH
from the base station 200. There are cases where the
PDCCH includes an uplink sync request. Also, the RF
unit 102 upconverts an IF signal with an intermediate
frequency input by the baseband unit 104 into an RF
signal to amplify and transmit the signal.
[0029] The user terminal 100 includes the baseband
unit 104. The baseband unit 104 is connected with the
RF unit 102. The baseband unit 104 converts a digital
signal input by the RF unit 102 into a voice signal. Also,
the baseband unit 104 inputs the digital signal input by
the RF unit 102 into the control unit 106. The digital sig-
nals include a DRX command, a PDCCH, and the like.
Also, the baseband unit 104 converts the voice signal
into the digital data to input the data into the RF unit 102.
Under control of the control unit 106, the baseband unit
104 detects an uplink sync request using a first OFDM
symbol for a PDCCH received during an Inactivity period.
Namely, the base station 200 transmits a PDCCH with a
first OFDM symbol during an Inactivity period.

<PDCCH>

[0030] FIG. 4 is a schematic view illustrating a PDCCH

to be transmitted from the base station 200 during an
Inactivity period according to an embodiment. It may be
transmitted during an On-duration period. In FIG. 4, the
horizontal axis represents frequency, and the vertical ax-
is represents time. In the example illustrated in FIG. 4,
the number of symbols for the PDCCH is one. In other
words, a CFI (Control channel Format Indicator) that
should be indicated by a PCFICH (Physical Control For-
mat Indicator Channel) is one. Control information is
mapped onto the first OFDM symbol 0.
[0031] In the frequency direction, multiple subcarriers
form a resource block (RB). In the example illustrated in
FIG. 4, one RB includes 12 subcarriers. Also in the fre-
quency direction, a reference signal is mapped onto pre-
determined subcarriers. In the example illustrated in FIG.
4, reference signals are mapped onto every three sub-
carriers in the first OFDM symbol.
[0032] Also, a resource element group (REG) is formed
with four adjacent subcarriers as a unit. In the example
illustrated in FIG. 4, REGs are specified with four adjacent
subcarriers among resource elements except for the re-
source element onto which the reference signal mapped.
Hatched boxes in FIG. 4 designate one of the REGs.
Also, the digits in FIG. 4 represent the other REGs. More-
over, nine REGs constitute a control channel element
(CCE). A PDCCH is allocated by units of CCEs. The digits
illustrated in FIG. 4 may correspond to CCE indices.
[0033] Also, among CCEs of the first OFDM symbol
(OFDM Symbol 0) of a PDCCH transmitted during an
Inactivity period, an uplink sync request is mapped onto
a CCE specified with a CCE index. In the example illus-
trated in FIG. 4, an uplink sync request may be mapped
onto one of the CCE indices represented by "0"-"5".
[0034] The baseband section 104 does not decode a
PCFICH for a PDCCH received during an Inactivity pe-
riod. This is because it is obvious that the PCFICH is one.
By not decoding such a PCFICH, processing load of the
user terminal 100 can be reduced, and a time can be
shortened for detecting an uplink sync request after re-
ceiving a PDCCH.
[0035] The baseband section 104 inputs a DRX com-
mand into the control unit 106. Also, the baseband sec-
tion 104 inputs an uplink sync request detected from a
PDCCH into the control unit 106.
[0036] The user terminal 100 includes the control unit
106. The control unit 106 is connected with the baseband
unit 104. The control unit 106 may be configured with a
microprocessor (MPU). Also, the control unit 106 may be
configured with a central processing unit (CPU), or may
be configured with a DSP (Digital Signal Processor). The
control unit 106 sets a DRX command into a DRX control
parameter setting unit 108 that should be input by the
baseband unit 104. A DRX command includes an "on-
DurationTimer", a "DRX cycle", a "drxStartOffset", a "PD-
CCH reception mode outside of On-duration periods", a
"discontinuous reception interval timer outside of On-du-
ration periods", and a "CCE index".
[0037] Also, the control unit 106 executes discontinu-
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ous reception control based on parameters set into the
DRX control parameter setting unit 108. When executing
discontinuous reception control, if the "PDCCH reception
mode outside of On-duration periods" is set on, control
for discontinuous reception is also executed during an
Inactivity period.

< DRX control >

[0038] FIG. 5 is a schematic view illustrating an exam-
ple of discontinuous reception control.
[0039] In FIG. 5, the horizontal axis represents time.
As described above, a "DRX Cycle" indicates cyclic rep-
etition of an Inactivity period following an On Duration
period. With a "DRX Cycle", a cycle for DRX is set. An
"onDurationTimer" indicates the number of continuous
subframes of a PDCCH when a DRX Cycle is started.
Namely, an "OnDurationTimer" represents periods dur-
ing which a PDCCH can be received within a DRX cycle.
A "drxStartOffset" indicates a subframe with which a DRX
Cycle is started. The "drxStartOffset" may be set by units
of 1 ms. The control unit 106 refers to the timer 110 and
controls the "drxStartOffset".
[0040] Moreover, a "PDCCH reception mode outside
of On-duration periods" indicates information for setting
whether to execute discontinuous reception during an
Inactivity period. For example, it may be represented with
on or off. For example, a flag may be provided to indicate
whether to execute discontinuous reception during an
Inactivity period. A "discontinuous reception interval tim-
er outside of On-duration periods" represents an interval
for executing discontinuous reception if discontinuous re-
ception is set to be executed during an Inactivity period.
The interval for executing discontinuous reception may
be represented by time, or may be represented by
frames. The control unit 106 refers to the timer 110 and
executes discontinuous reception control during an In-
activity period based on the "discontinuous reception in-
terval timer outside of On-duration periods". In the ex-
ample illustrated in FIG. 5, the interval is set so that dis-
continuous reception can be executed three times during
an Inactivity period. In the following, a period during which
discontinuous reception can be executed will be referred
to as a "receivable period". Namely, an Inactivity period
includes periods set with the "discontinuous reception
interval timer outside of On-duration periods", and receiv-
able periods. The number of receivable periods in an
Inactivity period may be one or two, or may be more than
three. A "CCE index" is an index for specifying a control
channel to be used for decoding an uplink sync request.
[0041] Also, if the base station 200 is in a state out of
sync with the user terminal 100 and data is generated
for the user terminal 100 during an Inactivity period, the
base station 200 transmits an uplink sync request during
a receivable period within the Inactivity period.
[0042] The control unit 106 executes a procedure for
establishing synchronization with the base station 200
based on the uplink sync request from the baseband sec-

tion 104. Namely, the control unit 106 executes the pro-
cedure for establishing synchronization with the base sta-
tion 200 based on the uplink sync request included in a
PDCCH from the baseband section 104 during the Inac-
tivity period.
[0043] The user terminal 100 includes the DRX control
parameter setting unit 108. The DRX control parameter
setting unit 108 is connected with the control unit 106.
The DRX control parameter setting unit 108 may be con-
figured with a memory. The DRX control parameter set-
ting unit 108 is set with parameters for controlling a DRX
state of the user terminal 100. Specifically, the DRX con-
trol parameter setting unit 108 is set with parameters in-
cluded in a DRX command from the base station 200. A
DRX command includes an "onDurationTimer", a "DRX
cycle", a "drxStartOffset", a "PDCCH reception mode out-
side of On-duration periods", a "discontinuous reception
interval timer outside of On-duration periods", and "CCE
index". A DRX command may be indicated with a MAC
Control element by the base station 200.
[0044] The user terminal 100 includes the timer 110.
The timer 110 is connected with the control unit 106. The
timer 110 is a timer used when discontinuous reception
control is executed by the control unit 106.

< Base station >

[0045] FIG. 6 is a schematic view illustrating a base
station according to an embodiment.
[0046] The base station 200 includes an RF unit 202.
The RF unit 202 converts a signal received by an antenna
into a baseband signal to input it into a baseband (BB)
unit 204. Signals received by the antenna include a ran-
dom access channel from the user terminal 100 and the
like. The random access channel may include a pream-
ble. Also, the RF unit 202 upconverts an IF signal with
an intermediate frequency input by the baseband unit
204 into an RF signal to amplify and transmit the signal.
Specifically, a DRX command may be transmitted as a
MAC Control element.
[0047] The base station 200 includes the baseband
unit 204. The baseband unit 204 is connected with the
RF unit 202. The baseband unit 204 inputs a digital signal
input by the RF unit 202 into a scheduler 206. The digital
signal includes a preamble and the like. Also, the base-
band unit 204 transmits an uplink sync request using a
first OFDM symbol for a PDCCH to be transmitted during
an receivable period within an Inactivity period under con-
trol of the scheduler 206.

<PDCCH>

[0048] A PDCCH to be transmitted during an receiva-
ble period within an Inactivity period by the base station
200 is the same as the one described with reference to
FIG. 4.
[0049] The baseband unit 204 executes a mapping so
that the number of symbols is one for a PDCCH to be
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transmitted during an Inactivity period. Namely, a CFI
that should be indicated by a PCFICH is one.
[0050] The baseband unit 204 forms a resource block
with multiple subcarriers in the frequency direction. There
are cases where one RB is formed with 12 subcarriers.
Also, the baseband unit 204 maps a reference signal for
predetermined subcarriers in the frequency direction. In
a first OFDM symbol, there are cases where reference
signals are mapped for every three subcarriers.
[0051] Also, the baseband unit 204 forms a resource
element group (REG) with four adjacent subcarriers as
a unit. REGs are specified with four adjacent subcarriers
among resource elements except for the resource ele-
ment onto which the reference signal is mapped. The
baseband unit 204 allocates a PDCCH by units of CCEs.
[0052] Also, the baseband unit 204 maps an uplink
sync request onto a CCE specified by a CCE index
among CCEs in the first symbol (OFDM Symbol 0) of a
PDCCH to be transmitted during a receivable period with-
in an Inactivity period.
[0053] The baseband unit 204 inputs a preamble from
the user terminal 100 into the scheduler 206. Also, the
baseband unit 204 inputs a DRX command from the
scheduler 206 into the RF unit 202. The RF unit 202 con-
verts the DRX command from the baseband unit 204 into
a wireless signal to transmit the signal.
[0054] The base station 200 includes the scheduler
206. The scheduler 206 is connected with the baseband
unit 204. The scheduler 206 executes discontinuous re-
ception control based on parameters to be set to the DRX
control parameter setting unit 208. The scheduler 206
may be configured with a microprocessor (MPU). Also,
the scheduler 206 may be configured with a central
processing unit (CPU), or may be configured with a DSP
(Digital Signal Processor). The scheduler 206 sets a DRX
command into a DRX control parameter setting unit 208
to be input by the control unit 210. A DRX command
includes an "onDurationTimer", a "DRX cycle", a "drx-
StartOffset", a "PDCCH reception mode outside of On-
duration periods", a "discontinuous reception interval tim-
er outside of On-duration periods", and a "CCE index".
The scheduler 206 executes discontinuous reception
control based on parameters set into the DRX control
parameter setting unit 208. When executing discontinu-
ous reception control, if the "PDCCH reception mode out-
side of On-duration periods" is set on, control for discon-
tinuous reception is also executed during an Inactivity
period. Namely, control is executed for transmitting a
downlink signal during a receivable period within an In-
activity period if necessary.

< DRX control >

[0055] An example of discontinuous reception control
by the scheduler 206 can be illustrated with FIG. 5.
[0056] As described above, a "DRX Cycle" indicates
cyclic repetition of an Inactivity period following an On
Duration period. With a "DRX Cycle", a cycle for DRX is

set. An "onDurationTimer" indicates the number of con-
tinuous subframes of a PDCCH when a DRX Cycle is
started. Namely, an "OnDurationTimer" represents peri-
ods during which PDCCH can be received within a DRX
cycle. A "drxStartOffset" indicates a subframe with which
a DRX Cycle is started. The "drxStartOffset" may be set
by units of 1 ms. The scheduler 206 may refer to the timer
110 and control the "drxStartOffset".
[0057] Moreover, a "PDCCH reception mode outside
of On-duration periods" indicates information for setting
whether to have the user terminal 100 execute discon-
tinuous reception during an Inactivity period. For exam-
ple, it may be represented with on or off. A flag may be
provided to indicate whether to have the user terminal
100 execute discontinuous reception during an Inactivity
period. A "discontinuous reception interval timer outside
of On-duration periods" represents an interval for having
the user terminal 100 execute discontinuous reception if
discontinuous reception is set to be executed during an
Inactivity period by the user terminal 100. The interval
for having the user terminal 100 executes discontinuous
reception may be represented by time, or may be repre-
sented by frames. The scheduler 206 refers to a timer
(not illustrated) and executes discontinuous reception
control during an Inactivity period based on the "discon-
tinuous reception interval timer outside of On-duration
periods". If data to be transmitted to the user terminal
100 is generated and the base station 200 is out of sync
with the user terminal 100, the scheduler 206 transmits
a PDCCH. The PDCCH is mapped so that the number
of symbols for the PDCCH becomes one.
[0058] In the example illustrated in FIG. 5, the interval
is set so that discontinuous reception can be executed
three times during an Inactivity period. It may be one or
two, or may be more than three. A "CCE index" is an
index for specifying a control channel to be used for de-
coding an uplink sync request.
[0059] Also, the scheduler 206 inputs a random access
channel from the baseband unit 204 into the control unit
210.
[0060] Also, the scheduler 206 inputs a DRX command
from the control unit 210 into the baseband unit 204.
[0061] The base station 200 includes the DRX control
parameter setting unit 208. The DRX control parameter
setting unit 208 is connected with the scheduler 206. The
DRX control parameter setting unit 208 may be config-
ured with a memory. The DRX control parameter setting
unit 208 is set with parameters for controlling a DRX state
of the user terminal 100. Specifically, the DRX control
parameter setting unit 208 is set with parameters includ-
ed in a DRX command to be sent to the user terminal
100. A DRX command includes an "onDurationTimer", a
"DRX cycle", a "drxStartOffset", a "PDCCH reception
mode outside of On-duration periods", a "discontinuous
reception interval timer outside of On-duration periods",
and "CCE index".
[0062] The base station 200 includes the control unit
210. The control unit 210 is connected with the scheduler
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206. The control unit 210 executes a procedure for es-
tablishing synchronization with the user terminal 100
based on the preamble to be input from the scheduler
206. For example, the control unit 210 may execute the
procedure for establishing synchronization with the user
terminal 100, if a preamble is received during a receivable
period within an Inactivity period. Namely, if a random
access channel is received from the user terminal 100
for an uplink synch request transmitted by the base sta-
tion 200 during a receivable period within an Inactivity
period, a random access sequence may be started based
on a preamble to be included in the random access chan-
nel.
[0063] FIG. 7 illustrates discontinuous reception con-
trol according to an embodiment. The user terminal 100
has the "PDCCH reception mode outside of On-duration
periods" set on.
[0064] The user terminal 100 executes discontinuous
reception during an Inactivity period because the "PD-
CCH reception mode outside of On-duration periods" is
set on.
[0065] Data is generated for the user terminal 100 at
the base station 200. Namely, the data is generated that
is bound for the user terminal 100 during a period with
which the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside
of On-duration periods" is activated. The base station
200 determines whether synchronization is established
with the user terminal 100. If it is determined out of synch,
an uplink sync request is transmitted after the expiration
of the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside of
On-duration periods".
[0066] Receiving the uplink sync request, the user ter-
minal 100 transmits a random access channel to the base
station 200.
[0067] The procedure for establishing synchronization
between the base station 200 and the user terminal 100
is executed following the random access channel se-
quence. If the procedure for establishing synchronization
between the base station 200 and the user terminal 100
ends, the data is transmitted from the base station 200
to the user terminal 100. If the procedure for establishing
synchronization ends during an Inactivity period, the
downlink data may be transmitted during an On-duration
period. If the procedure for establishing synchronization
ends during an On-duration period, the downlink data
may be transmitted during the On-duration period.
[0068] Also, the control unit 210 determines user ter-
minals to be put into a discontinuous reception state
among user terminals that stay around the base station
200 based on a predetermined condition. Moreover, the
control unit 210 determines parameters to be set on the
user terminals to be put into the discontinuous reception
state.
[0069] Also, the control unit 210 further determines us-
er terminals whose "PDCCH reception mode outside of
On-duration periods" need to be set among the user ter-
minals to be put into the discontinuous reception state,
and parameters to be set to the "PDCCH reception mode

outside of On-duration periods" for the determined user
terminals.
[0070] The control unit 210 inputs information about
the identifiers of the user terminals to be put into the dis-
continuous reception state and the parameters to be set
to the user terminals to the scheduler 206 as DRX com-
mands. Also, the control unit 210 inputs information about
the identifiers of the user terminals whose "PDCCH re-
ception mode outside of On-duration periods" need to be
set and the parameters to be set to the user terminals
into the scheduler 206 as DRX commands.

< Operation of user terminal >

[0071] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a
user terminal 100 according to an embodiment. FIG. 8
mainly illustrates a procedure for the user terminal 100
to receive a PDCCH from the base station 200. The pro-
cedure illustrated in FIG. 8 is mainly executed by the
control unit 106 of the user terminal 100 and the like.
[0072] The user terminal 100 determines whether the
discontinuous reception mode is set on (Step S802).
Here, the determination of the discontinuous reception
mode at Step S802 is to determine whether the "PDCCH
reception mode outside of On-duration periods" is set on
or off.
[0073] If the discontinuous reception mode is set on
(Step S802: YES), the user terminal 100 determines
whether the "onDurationTimer" has expired (Step S804).
[0074] If the "onDurationTimer" is determined to have
expired (Step S804: YES), the user terminal 100 deter-
mines whether the "discontinuous reception interval tim-
er outside of On-duration periods" is inactivated (Step
S806).
[0075] If the "discontinuous reception interval timer
outside of On-duration periods" is not inactivated (Step
S806: NO), the user terminal 100 determines whether
the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside of On-
duration periods" has expired (Step S808).
[0076] If the "discontinuous reception interval timer
outside of On-duration periods" is determined to have
expired (Step S808: YES), the user terminal 100 obtains
an uplink sync request by decoding PDCCH using a CCE
index specified on a first OFDM symbol (Step S810). If
the uplink sync request is obtained at Step S810, the
user terminal 100 may transmit a preamble with a random
access channel.
[0077] The user terminal 100 activates the "discontin-
uous reception interval timer outside of On-duration pe-
riods" (Step S812). If the uplink sync request is not ob-
tained at Step S810, the user terminal 100 may activate
the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside of On-
duration periods". After completing with Step S812, the
procedure may transition to Step S802.
[0078] If it is determined that the discontinuous recep-
tion mode is set off at Step S802 (Step S802: NO), the
user terminal 100 determines whether the "onDuration-
Timer" has expired (Step S814). Namely, this corre-
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sponds to a case where the "PDCCH reception mode
outside of On-duration periods" is set off.
[0079] If it is determined that the "onDurationTimer"
has expired (Step S814: YES), the procedure ends. This
is because it is an Inactivity period.
[0080] If it is determined that the "onDurationTimer"
has not expired (Step S814: NO), the user terminal 100
decodes a PCFICH (Step S816). The user terminal 100
decodes the PDCCH on the first OFDM symbol to the
third OFDM symbol specified by a PCFICH (Step S818),
and the procedure ends.
[0081] If the "onDurationTimer" is not determined to
have expired at Step S804 (Step S804: NO), the user
terminal 100 determines whether the "discontinuous re-
ception interval timer outside of On-duration periods" is
activated (Step S820).
[0082] If the "discontinuous reception interval timer
outside of On-duration periods" is activated (Step S820:
YES), the user terminal 100 stops the "discontinuous re-
ception interval timer outside of On-duration periods"
(Step S822). This is because it is an On-duration period.
[0083] After stopping the "discontinuous reception in-
terval timer outside of On-duration periods" at Step S822,
or if the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside
of On-duration periods" is not determined activated at
Step S820 (Step S820: NO), the user terminal 100 de-
codes a PCFICH (Step S824). The user terminal 100
decodes the PDCCH on the first OFDM symbol to the
third OFDM symbol that should be specified by a PCFICH
(Step S826), and the procedure ends.
[0084] If the "discontinuous reception interval timer
outside of On-duration periods" is inactivated at Step
S806 (Step S806: YES), the user terminal 100 activates
the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside of On-
duration periods" (Step 828), and the procedure ends.
This is because it is an Inactivity period.
[0085] If the "discontinuous reception interval timer
outside of On-duration periods" is not determined to have
expired (Step S808: NO), the procedure ends. This is
because it is not a receivable period within an Inactivity
period.
[0086] Steps S802-S826 are executed by a program
with a microprocessor installed in the user terminal 100.
The program that has the microprocessor function as the
user terminal 100 may be downloaded, for example, via
a communication network. Also, it may be provided in a
state recorded in a recording medium. If the program is
provide by the recording medium, the program recorded
in the recording medium is read when the recording me-
dium is inserted into an auxiliary storage device of the
user terminal 100. The microprocessor writes the read
program into a RAM or an HDD, and executes the pro-
cedure. The program has the computer (microprocessor)
of the user terminal 100 execute Steps S802-S826 in
FIG. 8. Also, for example, the program may have the
computer execute at least a part of Steps.

< Operation of base station >

[0087] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a
base station according to an embodiment. FIG. 9 mainly
illustrates a procedure for establishing synchronization
between a user terminal 100 and a base station 200 if
data is generated for the user terminal 100 in the base
station 200 and it is out of sync with the user terminal
100. The procedure illustrated in FIG. 9 is mainly exe-
cuted by the control unit 210 of the base station 200 and
the like.
[0088] The base station 200 determines whether
downlink data is generated for the user terminal 200 (Step
S902).
[0089] If it is determined that downlink data is gener-
ated for the user terminal 200 (Step S902: YES), the base
station 200 determines whether it is an On-duration pe-
riod at the user terminal 200 (Step S904).
[0090] If it is determined that it is not an On-duration
period at the user terminal 200 (Step S904: NO), the base
station 200 determines whether the user terminal 100
has the discontinuous reception mode set on (Step
S906). Here, the determination of the discontinuous re-
ception mode at Step S904 is to determine whether the
"PDCCH reception mode outside of On-duration periods"
is set on or off.
[0091] If it is determined that the user terminal 100 has
the discontinuous reception mode set on (Step S906:
YES), the base station 200 determines whether it is an
expiration timing of the "discontinuous reception interval
timer outside of On-duration periods" at the user terminal
100 (Step S908).
[0092] If it is determined that it is an expiration timing
of the "discontinuous reception interval timer outside of
On-duration periods" at the user terminal 100 (Step S908:
YES), the base station 200 allocates a PDCCH to a CCE
index in the first OFDM symbol (OFDM symbol 0) to be
specified for the user terminal 100 (Step S910). The PD-
CCH includes an uplink sync request.
[0093] The downlink signal allocated for the uplink sync
request at Step S910 is transmitted to the user terminal
100.
[0094] The user terminal 100 transmits a preamble with
a random access channel based on the uplink sync re-
quest included in the downlink signal from the base sta-
tion 200. By transmitting the preamble from the user ter-
minal 100, the procedure for establishing synchroniza-
tion starts between the user terminal 100 and the base
station 200.
[0095] If it is determined that downlink data is not gen-
erated for the user terminal 200 at Step S902 (Step S902:
NO), the procedure ends. The user terminal 100 contin-
ues discontinuous reception control under control of the
base station 200.
[0096] If it is determined that it is an On-duration period
at the user terminal 200 at Step S904 (Step S904: YES),
the base station 200 executes scheduling for the down-
link data for the user terminal 100. The base station 200
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allocates a PDCCH to the first to third OFDM symbols
(Step S912).
[0097] The base station 200 transmits the downlink sig-
nal. The user terminal 100 can receive the downlink sig-
nal as it is an On-duration period.
[0098] If it is not determined that the user terminal 100
has the discontinuous reception mode set on at Step
S906 (Step S906: NO), or if it is not determined that it is
expiration timing of the "discontinuous reception interval
timer outside of On-duration periods" at the user terminal
100 at Step S908 (Step S908: NO), the procedure ends.
[0099] Steps S902-S912 are executed by a program
with a microprocessor installed in the base station 200.
The program that has the microprocessor function as the
base station 200 may be downloaded, for example, via
a communication network. Also, it may be provided in a
state recorded in a recording medium. If the program is
provide by the recording medium, the program recorded
in the recording medium is read when the recording me-
dium is inserted into an auxiliary storage device of the
base station 200. The microprocessor writes the read
program into a RAM or an HDD, and executes the pro-
cedure. The program has the computer (microprocessor)
of the base station 200 execute Steps S902-S912 in FIG.
9. Also, for example, the program may have the computer
execute at least a part of Steps.
[0100] In the above embodiments, the PDCCH may be
allocated to the first to third OFDM symbols (OFDM sym-
bol 0 to OFDM symbol 2).
[0101] FIG. 10 is a schematic view illustrating a PD-
CCH according to an embodiment that is to be transmit-
ted during a receivable period within an Inactivity period.
In the example illustrated in FIG. 10, the PDCCH is allo-
cated to the first to third OFDM symbols (OFDM symbol
0 to OFDM symbol 2). PDCCH may be allocated to the
first to second OFDM symbols. For both cases where
PDCCH is allocated to the first to third OFDM symbols
or PDCCH is allocated to the first to second OFDM sym-
bols, it is preferable that the PDCCH to be used for ob-
taining an uplink sync request is specified on the first
OFDM symbol. This is because the user terminal 100
can obtain the uplink sync request without decoding a
PCFICH.
[0102] FIG. 11 illustrates a method of specifying a PD-
CCH according to an embodiment. A PDCCH is specified
with a CCE index. In the example illustrated in FIG. 11,
a REG is specified with the CCE index of "8" in the first
OFDM symbol.
[0103] According to the embodiments, a user terminal
under discontinuous reception control can receive a
downlink signal during a period outside of a On-duration
period. Namely, a base station can have a user terminal
receive a downlink signal during a period outside of an
On-duration period. As it is possible to have a downlink
signal be received during a period outside of a On-dura-
tion period, a base station can transmit an uplink sync
request for establishing synchronization with a user ter-
minal even if data is generated for the user terminal dur-

ing a period outside of a On-duration period and it is out
of sync with the user terminal.

Claims

1. A wireless communication system comprising:

a user terminal (100) capable of having a dis-
continuous reception function set; and
a base station (200) executing wireless commu-
nication with the user terminal,
wherein the user terminal includes
a receiving section configured to receive discon-
tinuous reception information about discontinu-
ous reception from the base station,
a discontinuous reception cycle setting section
configured to set discontinuous reception cycles
for executing the discontinuous reception based
on the discontinuous reception information re-
ceived by the receiving section,
a first period setting section configured to set a
first period during which a downlink signal can
be received among the discontinuous reception
cycles set by the discontinuous reception cycle
setting section based on the discontinuous re-
ception information received by the receiving
section, and
a receivable period setting section configured to
set a receivable period during which the down-
link signal can be received, the receivable period
being within a second period outside of the first
period set by the first period setting section, the
second period being among the discontinuous
reception cycles to be set by the discontinuous
reception cycle setting section based on the dis-
continuous reception information received by
the receiving section,
wherein the receiving section receives the
downlink signal during the receivable period set
by the receivable period setting section,
wherein the base station includes
a discontinuous reception cycle setting section
configured to set the discontinuous reception cy-
cles to be set on the user terminal,
a first period setting section configured to set
the first period during which the downlink signal
is received by the user terminal among the dis-
continuous reception cycles set by the discon-
tinuous reception cycle setting section,
a receivable period setting section configured to
set the receivable period during which the down-
link signal can be received by the user terminal,
the receivable period being within the second
period outside of the first period set by the first
period setting section, the second period being
among the discontinuous reception cycles to be
set by the discontinuous reception cycle setting
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section, and
a transmission section configured to transmit the
discontinuous reception information about the
discontinuous reception including the discontin-
uous reception cycles to be set by the discon-
tinuous reception cycle setting section, the first
period to be set by the first period setting section,
and the receivable period to be set by the re-
ceivable period setting section.

2. A user terminal (100) capable of having a discontin-
uous reception function set, comprising:

a receiving section configured to receive discon-
tinuous reception information about discontinu-
ous reception from the base station,
a discontinuous reception cycle setting section
configured to set discontinuous reception cycles
for executing the discontinuous reception based
on the discontinuous reception information re-
ceived by the receiving section,
a first period setting section configured to set a
first period during which a downlink signal can
be received among the discontinuous reception
cycles set by the discontinuous reception cycle
setting section based on the discontinuous re-
ception information received by the receiving
section, and
a receivable period setting section configured to
set a receivable period during which the down-
link signal can be received, the receivable period
being within a second period outside of the first
period set by the first period setting section, the
second period being among the discontinuous
reception cycles to be set by the discontinuous
reception cycle setting section based on the dis-
continuous reception information received by
the receiving section,
wherein the receiving section receives the
downlink signal during the receivable period set
by the receivable period setting section.

3. The user terminal as claimed in claim 2, wherein the
discontinuous reception information from the base
station includes information about a period outside
of the receivable period,
wherein the receivable period setting section sets
the receivable period based on the information about
the period outside of the receivable period received
by the receiving section.

4. The user terminal as claimed in claim 2, wherein the
receiving section receives an uplink sync request in-
cluded in the downlink signal during the receivable
period.

5. The user terminal as claimed in claim 4, wherein the
discontinuous reception information includes infor-

mation about mapping of control information,
wherein the receiving section receives the uplink
sync request based on the information about the
mapping.

6. The user terminal as claimed in claim 5, wherein the
downlink signal includes a control channel, and the
information for receiving the uplink sync request is
mapped onto a first OFDM symbol.

7. A base station (200) comprising:

a discontinuous reception cycle setting section
configured to set discontinuous reception cycles
to be set on a user terminal for having the user
terminal execute discontinuous reception;
a first period setting section configured to set a
first period during which a downlink signal is re-
ceived by the user terminal among the discon-
tinuous reception cycles set by the discontinu-
ous reception cycle setting section;
a receivable period setting section configured to
set a receivable period during which the down-
link signal can be received by the user terminal,
the receivable period being within a second pe-
riod outside of the first period set by the first pe-
riod setting section, the second period being
among the discontinuous reception cycles to be
set by the discontinuous reception cycle setting
section; and
a transmission section configured to transmit
discontinuous reception information about the
discontinuous reception including the discontin-
uous reception cycles to be set by the discon-
tinuous reception cycle setting section, the first
period to be set by the first period setting section,
and the receivable period to be set by the re-
ceivable period setting section.

8. The base station as claimed in claim 7, wherein the
transmission section transmits the downlink signal
including an uplink sync request during the receiva-
ble period.

9. The base station as claimed in claim 7, wherein the
discontinuous reception information to be transmit-
ted by the transmission section includes information
about mapping of control information.

10. The base station as claimed in claim 9, further com-
prising:

a mapping section configured to map informa-
tion for receiving the uplink sync request on a
first OFDM symbol,
wherein the downlink signal to be transmitted by
the transmission section includes a control
channel.
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11. A method of setting discontinuous reception in a
wireless communication system including
a user terminal (100) capable of having a discontin-
uous reception function set, and
a base station (200) executing wireless communica-
tion with the user terminal,
the method comprising:

having the user terminal execute

receiving discontinuous reception informa-
tion about discontinuous reception from the
base station,
setting discontinuous reception cycles for
executing the discontinuous reception
based on the discontinuous reception infor-
mation received by the receiving,
setting a first period during which a downlink
signal can be received among the discon-
tinuous reception cycles set by the setting
of discontinuous reception cycle based on
the discontinuous reception information re-
ceived by the receiving, and
setting the receivable period during which
the downlink signal can be received by the
user terminal, the receivable period being
within a second period outside of the first
period set by the setting of the first period,
the second period being among the discon-
tinuous reception cycles to be set by the set-
ting of the discontinuous reception cycles
based on the discontinuous reception infor-
mation received by the receiving,

wherein the receiving receives the downlink sig-
nal during the receivable period to be set by the
setting of the receivable period,
having the base station execute

setting the discontinuous reception cycles
to be set on the user terminal,
setting the first period during which the
downlink signal is received by the user ter-
minal among the discontinuous reception
cycles set by the setting of the discontinu-
ous reception cycles,
setting a receivable period during which the
downlink signal can be received by the user
terminal, the receivable period being within
a second period outside of the first period
set by the setting of the first period, the sec-
ond period being among the discontinuous
reception cycles to be set by the setting of
the discontinuous reception cycles,
transmitting the discontinuous reception in-
formation about the discontinuous recep-
tion including the discontinuous reception
cycles to be set by the setting of the discon-

tinuous reception cycles, the first period to
be set by the setting of the first period, and
the receivable period to be set by the setting
of the receivable period.
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